The study of boundary layer flow and heat transfer over a stretching sheet has gained vast interest among researchers due to its various applications in industrial and engineering processes for example in manufacture and extraction of polymer and rubber sheets. Since then, various aspects of stretching sheet problems have been investigated by several researchers (see Kumaran et al.[@b1], Hayat et al.[@b2], Ishak et al.[@b3], Mahapatra et al.[@b4], Fang et al.[@b5], Makinde and Aziz[@b6], Rana and Bhargava[@b7], Mahmoud and Megahed[@b8], Rahman and Eltayeb[@b9], Khan and Shahzad[@b10], Mukhopadhyay[@b11] etc.). It is well known that Khan and Pop[@b12] presented the first paper on stretching sheet in a nanofluid.

Since the past few years, much interest was focused on convective heat transfer in a nanofluid. The base fluids such as water, oil and ethylene glycol used in many industrial processes such as in power generation, chemical processes and heating or cooling processes are poor heat transfer fluid due to its poor heat transfer properties with low thermal conductivity. One can improve this by suspending the solid nanoparticle into the base fluid in order to increase the thermal conductivity. According to Daungthongsuk and Wongwises[@b13], the poor heat transfer properties of the base fluids was identified as a major obstacle to the high compactness and effectiveness of heat exchangers. The essential initiative is to seek the solid particles having thermal conductivities several hundreds of times higher than those of base or conventional fluids. It seems that Choi[@b14] was the first to call the mixture of the base fluids with the solid nanoparticle as nanofluid. It was reported that nanofluids have good stability and rheological properties, dramatically higher thermal conductivities, and no penalty in pressure drop (see Daungthongsuk and Wongwises[@b13]). A comprehensive literature on the topic of nanofluid has been discussed in the book by Das et al.[@b15] and in the papers by, Kakaç and Pramuanjaroenkij[@b16], Wong and De Leon[@b17], Saidur et al.[@b18], Fan and Wang[@b19] and very recently by Jaluria et al.[@b20] and Mahian et al.[@b21].

Different from the above investigations, there are also many research articles on convective flow and heat transfer due to a shrinking sheet in recent years. Physically, there are two conditions where the flow towards a shrinking sheet is likely to exist, first, imposing an adequate mass suction on the boundary (Miklavčič and Wang[@b22]) and second, consider a stagnation flow (Wang[@b23]). It was reported that the analytical solutions on the viscous flow over a shrinking sheet with suction effects were first reported by Miklavčič and Wang[@b22]. It was observed that mass suction is necessary to maintain the flow within the boundary layer. After the earlier work by Miklavčič and Wang[@b22], the study of flow due to a shrinking sheet was extended to other types of fluid (see Hayat et al.[@b24] and Sajid et al.[@b25]). Since then, various aspect of flow and heat transfer due to a shrinking sheet has been investigated by researchers[@b26][@b27][@b28][@b29][@b30][@b31][@b32]. The case of unsteady flow towards a shrinking sheet was investigated by Bachok et al.[@b33], Rohni et al.[@b34], Fang et al.[@b35] and Zheng et al.[@b36]. However, only a small amount of works were considered the flow and heat transfer characteristics due to a nonlinearly stretching or shrinking sheet (Rana and Bhargava[@b7], Vajravelu[@b37] and Cortell[@b38]).

In the present study, we investigate numerically the flow and heat transfer over a nonlinearly shrinking sheet immersed in a nanofluid with suction effect at the boundary. The present study is the extension of Rana and Bhargava[@b7], to the case of shrinking sheet with suction effect. Numerical solutions are obtained using a shooting method. The effects of suction, thermophoresis, Brownian motion and stretching/shrinking parameters on the velocity, concentration and temperature profiles as well as heat transfer characteristics are graphically presented and discussed.

Problem formulation
===================

Consider a steady, laminar, incompressible and two dimensional boundary layer flow and heat transfer of a viscous nanofluid past a permeable stretching/shrinking sheet coinciding with the plane *y* = 0 and the flow being confined to *y* \> 0. It is assumed that the pressure gradient and external force are neglected in this problem. The flow is generated by the nonlinear stretching/shrinking sheet along the *x*-axis where *x* is the coordinate measured along the stretching/shrinking sheet. Under the boundary layer approximations, the governing equations for conservation of mass, momentum, thermal energy and nanoparticle concentration of this problem can be expressed as (see Rana and Bhargava[@b7], Khan and Pop[@b12], and Buongiorno[@b39])

The boundary conditions of Eqs. (1)--(4) are where *u* and *v* are the velocity components in the *x* and *y* directions, respectively, *T* is the temperature, *C* is the nanoparticle volume fraction, *T~w~* is the surface temperature, *T*~∞~ is the ambient temperature, *C~w~* the nanoparticles volume fraction at the plate and *C*~∞~ is the nanoparticles volume fraction far from the plate, *v~w~* is the suction or injection velocity with *v~w~* \< 0 for suction and *v~w~* \> 0 for injection, *τ* = (*ρc*)*~p~*/(*ρc*)*~f~*, where (*ρc*)*~p~* is the effective heat capacity of the nanoparticles, (*ρc*)*~f~* is the heat capacity of the base fluid, *α* = *k~m~*/(*ρc*)*~f~* is the thermal diffusivity of the fluid, *ν* is the kinematic viscosity, *D~B~* is the Brownian diffusion coefficient, *D~T~* is the thermophoretic diffusion coefficient and *λ* is the stretching/shrinking parameter with *λ* \> 0 for a stretching surface and *λ* \< 0 for a shrinking surface. The constant *n* is the nonlinearity parameter with *n* = 1 for the linear case and *n*≠1 is for the nonlinear case. It is assumed that the surface is stretched or is shrunk with the velocity *U~w~* = *ax^n^*, where *a* \> 0 is a constant.

Further, we seek for a similarity solution of Eqs. (1)--(4) subject to the boundary conditions (5) by introducing the following similarity transformation[@b7]: where prime denotes differentiation with respect to *η*. To have similarity solutions of Eqs.(1)--(5), we assume where the constant parameter *S* corresponds to suction (*S* \> 0) and injection (*S* \< 0) or withdrawal of the fluid, respectively.

Substituting Eq. (6) into Eqs. (2)--(4), where Eq. (1) is identically satisfied, we obtain the following ordinary differential equations: The boundary conditions (5) reduce to where Pr = *ν*/*α* is the Prandtl number and *Le* = *ν*/*D~B~* is the Lewis number. The constant dimensionless Brownian motion parameter *Nb* and thermophoresis parameter *Nt* are defined as The physical quantities of interest in this study are the local Nusselt number *Nu~x~* and the local Sherwood number *Sh~x~* which are defined as where *k* is the thermal conductibility of the nanofluid, and *q~w~* and *q~m~* are, respectively, the heat flux and mass flux at the surface (plate), given by Substituting (6) into (13) and (14), we obtain where Re*~x~* = *U~w~x*/*ν* is the local Reynolds number.

It is worth mentioning that an anonymous reviewer has pointed out that for the linearly (i.e. *n* = 1) stretching/shrinking sheet, the exact solution for the flow field is given by with then *bc* = *λ* from the boundary condition *f*′(0) = *λ*. Substituting (16) into Eq. (8) for *n* = 1, gives and then so that (18) gives, as it is expected, *λ~c~* = −*S*^2^/4 \< 0.

However, for the nonlinearly (i.e. *n*≠1) stretching case (i.e. *λ* \> 0), there is no exact solution of Eq. (8) (see Vajravelu[@b37] and Cortell[@b38]).

Results and discussion
======================

The system of nonlinear ordinary differential [equations (8)](#m8){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[](#m9){ref-type="disp-formula"}[(10)](#m10){ref-type="disp-formula"} with the boundary conditions (11) was solved numerically using a shooting method. The results obtained show the influences of the non-dimensional governing parameters, namely suction parameter *S*, Lewis number *Le*, thermophoresis parameter *Nt*, Brownian motion parameter *Nb* and stretching/shrinking parameter *λ* on the velocity profile, temperature profile, nanoparticle concentration profile, the local Nusselt number and the local Sherwood number. Using the present method, dual solutions are found by employing different initial guesses for the missing values of *f*″(0), −*θ*′(0) and −*ϕ*′(0) where all velocity, temperature and nanoparticle concentration profiles satisfy the infinity boundary conditions (11) asymptotically with two different boundary layer thicknesses. To validate the numerical results obtained, the present results for −*θ*′(0) were compared with those obtained by Rana and Bhargava[@b7] for the case of a stretching surface by setting *f*(0) = 0 and *f*′(0) = 1 in the boundary conditions (11), and neglecting the thermophoresis parameter *Nt* and Brownian motion parameter *Nb*, i.e. by setting *Nt* = 0 and *Nb* = 0. The present results were also compared with those reported by Cortell[@b38] by setting *f*(0) = 0 and *f*′(0) = 1 in the boundary conditions (11) and taking Eckert number *E~c~* = 0 in Eq. (15) of that paper. The comparisons as presented in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"} show a favorable agreement, thus gives confidence to the results that will be reported for the shrinking case.

The variations of the local Nusselt number and the local Sherwood number with stretching/shrinking parameter *λ* for *S* = 2.5,3 and 3.5 are shown in [Figs. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. From [Figs. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, we found that it is possible to obtain dual solutions of the similarity [equations (8)](#m8){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[](#m9){ref-type="disp-formula"}[(10)](#m10){ref-type="disp-formula"} subject to the boundary conditions (11). As shown in [Figs. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, it is seen that dual solutions exist for the particular suction parameter *S* = 2.5,3 and 3.5. These findings are supported by the results reported by Fang et al.[@b35] for a permeable shrinking sheet that mentioning the dual solutions occur only with mass suction *S* ≥ 2. For negative values of *λ*, there exist a critical value *λ~c~* with two solutions exist for *λ* \> *λ~c~*, a unique solution obtained when *λ* = *λ~c~* and no solutions exist for *λ* \< *λ~c~*. Based on our computations, these critical values of *λ*~c~ are −1.4278, −2.0561, −2.7986, −3.6553 and −5.7114 for *S* = 2.5,3,3.5,4 and 5, respectively. These values are presented in [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}.

In the following discussion, we term the first and second solutions in the following discussion by how they appear in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, i.e. the first solution has a lower value of than the second solution for a given *λ*. For the stretching case (*λ* \> 0), dual solutions are found to exist for all positive values of *λ*, to much higher values than shown in [Figs. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. The range *λ~c~* ≤ *λ* ≤ 2 was chosen because the solution shows complicated behaviors in this range. For the range *λ* \> 2, these quantities show monotonically increase/decrease behavior. This finding is in accordance with the results reported by Bachok et al.[@b33] that solving the unsteady boundary-layer flow and heat transfer of a nanofluid over a permeable stretching/shrinking sheet. From [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, it is seen that the values of which represents the heat transfer rate at the surface increases as the suction parameter *S* increases. This is due to the fact that increasing *S* is to decrease the thermal boundary layer thickness and in turn increase the temperature gradient at the surface. [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} also indicates that the critical values \|*λ~c~*\| for which the solution exist increase as *S* increases. This finding suggests that suction widens the region of dual solutions to the similarity [equations (8)](#m8){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[](#m9){ref-type="disp-formula"}[](#m10){ref-type="disp-formula"}[(11)](#m11){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

The variation of the local Sherwood number with *λ* is shown in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. It is found that the first solution has a higher value of for a given *λ* than the second solution. The value of which represents the wall mass transfer rate increases as *S* increases as illustrated in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. The stability analysis of multiple solutions has been discussed in a number of studies, for example by Weidman et al.[@b40], Paullet and Weidman[@b41], Harris et al.[@b42], and Ro°ca and Pop[@b43]. They have shown that the first solution is stable and physically relevant in practice whilst those on the second solutions are not. We expect that this finding holds for the present problem. On the other hand, the values of −*θ*′(0) and −*ϕ*′(0) with different values of *S* for *λ* = −0.5 and 2 are shown in [Table 3](#t3){ref-type="table"}.

[Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows the variations of the local Nusselt number with *λ* for several values of Prandtl number Pr and fixed values of the other parameters. Generally, local Nusselt number increases as Pr increases. From [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, it is clearly shown that for small values of Pr, i.e. Pr = 0.7 to 1.6, the first solution has a higher value of for a given *λ* than the second solution. However, the opposite behaviors are observed for the local Nusselt number for moderate values of Pr, i.e. Pr = 1.8 to 6.2 as presented in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. It is noticed that the second solution has a higher value of compared to the first solution for a given *λ*.

[Figs. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"} have been plotted to demonstrate the effects of suction parameter *S* on *f*′(*η*) representing the velocity profile for both shrinking and stretching cases. For the first solution, it is observed that the velocity increases as *S* increases for the shrinking case as apparent in [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. As may be expected, it is because of the fact that suction cause the reduction of momentum boundary layer thickness and consequently enhances the flow near the solid surface. In [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, we also found that the velocity profiles have positive velocity gradient for the first solution, while the opposite trends are observed for the second solution. In [Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}, the fluid velocity inside the boundary layer decreases with an increase in *S* for the stretching case. This observation occurs due to suction effect which retards the fluid motion as presented in [Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}.

[Figs. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#f7){ref-type="fig"} give the effects of the thermophoresis parameter *Nt* on the temperature profiles *θ*(*η*) while [Figs. 8](#f8){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#f9){ref-type="fig"} are devoted to see the influences of *Nt* on the nanoparticle concentration profiles *ϕ*(*η*). [Figs. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#f7){ref-type="fig"} elucidate that the temperature profiles as well as the boundary layer thicknesses of the thermal field increase with increasing *Nt*. As a result, increasing *Nt* is to decrease the local Nusselt number. Both [Figs. 8](#f8){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#f9){ref-type="fig"} indicate that increasing *Nt* is to increase the concentration for both first and second solutions, and in consequence decrease the nanoparticle concentration gradient at the surface. Hence, the local Sherwood number is expected to decrease as *Nt* increases. This phenomenon is due to the thermophoresis effect, which warm the fluid in the boundary layer. This finding is in good agreement with that reported in [Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"} in the paper by Rana and Bhargava[@b7] for the case of flow and heat transfer over a nonlinearly stretching sheet in a nanofluid without suction effect. It is also found that the positive concentration gradient at the surface *ϕ*′(0) is obtained for both solutions of *Nt* = 0.5 and 0.8 while negative concentration gradient at the surface *ϕ*′(0) is obtained for both solutions of *Nt* = 0.1 as shown in [Figs. 8](#f8){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#f9){ref-type="fig"}, which is consistent with the result presented in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}.

[Figs. 10](#f10){ref-type="fig"} and [11](#f11){ref-type="fig"} are presented to observe the effect of the Brownian motion parameter *Nb* on the temperature profiles *θ*(*η*) with the corresponding nanoparticle concentration profiles *ϕ*(*η*) being shown in [Figs. 12](#f12){ref-type="fig"} and [13](#f13){ref-type="fig"} for both shrinking and stretching cases. These [Figs. 10](#f10){ref-type="fig"} and [11](#f11){ref-type="fig"} indicate that by increasing the Brownian motion parameter *Nb*, the temperature and the thermal boundary layer thickness increase. This phenomenon leads to decrease the local Nusselt number. Different nanoparticles have different values of *Nb* and *Nt*. This leads to different heat transfer rate. These two parameters can be used to control the heat transfer rate in a nanofluid. Also, we can see that in [Figs. 10](#f10){ref-type="fig"} and [11](#f11){ref-type="fig"}, the usual decay occurs to the temperature profiles for all values of *Nb* considered, and the thermal boundary layer thickness increases rapidly for large values of *Nb*. It is observed that the effect of *Nb* on the nanoparticle concentration profile *ϕ*(*η*) is in the opposite manner to that of temperature profiles *θ*(*η*) as illustrated in [Figs. 12](#f12){ref-type="fig"} and [13](#f13){ref-type="fig"}. It is apparent from [Figs. 12](#f12){ref-type="fig"} and [13](#f13){ref-type="fig"} that nanoparticle concentration is decreasing as *Nb* increasing. It seems that the Brownian motion acts to warm the fluid in the boundary layer and at the same time exacerbates particle deposition away from the fluid regime to the surface which resulting in a decrease of the nanoparticle concentration boundary layer thickness for both solutions. As a consequence, the concentration gradient at the surface increases and in turn increases the local Sherwood number. This finding is in accordance with the result reported in [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} by Rana and Bhargava[@b7]. The thermal conduction can be enhanced in two ways by the Brownian motion of nanoparticles. First, it can be enhanced by a direct effect owing to nanoparticles that transport heat and the second mechanism is by an indirect micro-convection of fluid surrounding individual nanoparticles. The high values of *Nb* means Brownian motion is strong for the small particle and the opposite case is applied for small values of *Nb* (Rana and Bhargava[@b7]). Thus, from [Figs. 10](#f10){ref-type="fig"},[11](#f11){ref-type="fig"},[12](#f12){ref-type="fig"},[13](#f13){ref-type="fig"}, it is clearly indicated that Brownian motion parameter provides important effect on temperature and concentration.

[Figs. 14](#f14){ref-type="fig"} and [15](#f15){ref-type="fig"} are depicted to examine the effects of the Lewis number *Le* on the temperature profiles *θ*(*η*) while the corresponding nanoparticle concentration profiles *ϕ*(*η*) are presented in [Figs. 16](#f16){ref-type="fig"} and [17](#f17){ref-type="fig"} for both shrinking and stretching cases, respectively. It is seen from [Figs. 14](#f14){ref-type="fig"} and [15](#f15){ref-type="fig"}, the temperature increases as the parameter *Le* is increased, resulting in an increasing manner of the thermal boundary layer thickness, which consequently reduces the local Nusselt number. However, the nanoparticle concentration profile acts in the opposite behavior with the increasing of *Le* for both solutions as shown in [Figs. 16](#f16){ref-type="fig"} and [17](#f17){ref-type="fig"}. It is found that the concentration of both solutions decrease as *Le* increases. There would be a significant reduction in the concentration boundary layer thickness for both first and second solutions when *Le* is increased. This phenomenon occurs due to Lewis number effects which increases the concentration gradient at the surface, and as a result increases the local Sherwood number. It is also seen that the boundary layer thicknesses of nanoparticle concentration for the second solutions for some values of *Le* are larger than the first solutions in both stretching and shrinking cases, which support the instability of the second solutions. The positive concentration gradient at the surface *ϕ*′(0) is obtained for both solutions for small values of *Le* i.e. *Le* = 1 and 2 as depicted in [Figs. 16](#f16){ref-type="fig"} and [17](#f17){ref-type="fig"}. The opposite trends are displayed in the direction of the concentration gradient at the surface when large values of *Le* are applied for example *Le* = 5 as shown in [Figs. 16](#f16){ref-type="fig"} and [17](#f17){ref-type="fig"}. It is worth mentioning that in all [Figs. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"},[5](#f5){ref-type="fig"},[6](#f6){ref-type="fig"},[7](#f7){ref-type="fig"},[8](#f8){ref-type="fig"},[9](#f9){ref-type="fig"},[10](#f10){ref-type="fig"},[11](#f11){ref-type="fig"},[12](#f12){ref-type="fig"},[13](#f13){ref-type="fig"},[14](#f14){ref-type="fig"},[15](#f15){ref-type="fig"},[16](#f16){ref-type="fig"},[17](#f17){ref-type="fig"} presented here, the velocity, temperature and nanoparticle concentration profiles satisfy the far field boundary conditions (11) asymptotically, which support the validity of the numerical results obtained.

Conclusions
===========

This paper presents a similarity solution of the boundary layer flow and heat transfer over a nonlinearly stretching/shrinking sheet immersed in a nanofluid with suction effect. By means of similarity transformation, the governing mathematical equations are reduced into ordinary differential equations which are then solved numerically using a shooting method. The effects of some governing parameters namely suction parameter, thermophoresis parameter, Brownian motion parameter and stretching/shrinking parameter on the flow, concentration and heat transfer characteristics are graphically presented and discussed. The findings of the numerical results can be summarized as follows:The local Nusselt number and the local Sherwood number which respectively represent the heat transfer and mass transfer rates increase with an increase in the suction parameter.The increasing of thermophoresis parameter *Nt* and the Brownian motion parameter *Nb* is to increase the temperature in the boundary layer which consequently reduces the heat transfer rate at the surface.A rising value in *Nb* and the decreasing in *Nt* produce a decrease in the nanoparticle concentration, as a result increases the local Sherwood number.The increase of Lewis number *Le* leads to an increase of the temperature but a decrease in the nanoparticle concentration.Dual solutions exist for a certain range of the stretching/shrinking parameter *λ* for both shrinking and stretching cases. For the shrinking case, the solution exists up to the critical values of *λ~c~*(\<0), while for the stretching case, the solution could be obtained for all positive values of *λ*.The critical value \|*λ~c~*\| increases as the suction parameter *S* increases, suggest that suction widens the range of *λ* for which the solution exists.
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###### Comparison for the values of \|−*θ*′(0)\| with those of Rana and Bhargava[@b7], and taking *E~c~* = 0 in Eq. (15) of Cortell[@b38] by setting *f*(0) = 0 and *f*′(0) = 1 in the boundary conditions (11) with *Nt* = 0 and *Nb* = 0

  Pr     *n*    Cortell[@b38]   Rana and Bhargava[@b7]   Present results
  ----- ------ --------------- ------------------------ -----------------
  1.0    0.2      0.610262              0.6113               0.61131
         0.5      0.595277              0.5967               0.59668
         1.5      0.574537              0.5768               0.57686
         2.0                                                 0.57245
         3.0      0.564472              0.5672               0.56719
         4.0                                                 0.56415
         8.0                                                 0.55897
         10.0     0.554960              0.5578               0.55783
  5.0    0.1                                                 1.61805
         0.2      1.607175              1.5910               1.60757
         0.3                                                 1.59919
         0.5      1.586744              1.5839               1.58658
         0.8                                                 1.57389
         1.0                                                 1.56787
         1.5      1.557463              1.5496               1.55751
         2.0                                                 1.55093
         2.5                                                 1.54636
         3.0      1.542337              1.5372               1.54271
         10.0     1.528573              1.5260               1.52877

###### The critical values *λ~c~* for some values of *S* when *n* = 2, *Le* = 2, *Nt* = 0.5, *Nb* = 0.5 and Pr = 6.2

  S       λ~c~
  ----- ---------
  2.5    −1.4278
  3.0    −2.0561
  3.5    −2.7986
  4      −3.6553
  5      −5.7114

###### Values of −*θ*′(0) and −*ϕ*′(0) for different values of *S* and *λ* when *n* = 2, *Le* = 2, *Nt* = 0.5, *Nb* = 0.5 and Pr = 6.2

  S      *λ*     −*θ*′(0)       −*ϕ*′(0)
  ----- ------ ------------- --------------
         −0.5    6.991104      −4.682871
  2.5           (7.887191)    (−6.070289)
          2      6.607723      −3.559146
                (7.151258)    (−4.446270)
         −0.5    8.330163      −5.484811
  3.0           (9.323738)    (−7.031156)
          2      7.984141      −4.499616
                (8.661916)    (−5.595993)
         −0.5    9.681430      −6.311584
  3.5           (10.790697)   (−8.043106)
          2      9.366247      −5.434047
                (10.186722)   (−6.753066)
  4      −0.5    11.038769     −7.151368
                (12.274461)   (−9.083765)
          2      10.750182     −6.361137
                (11.718487)   (−7.910919)
  5      −0.5    13.762687     −8.851615
                (15.266129)   (−11.207552)
          2      13.517489     −8.194724
                (14.788043)   (−10.216636)

( ) second solution.
